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Abstract

Spins and parities for collective states in 228Ra have been determined from con-

version electron measurements with a mini-orange � spectrometer. The fast-timing

�(t)method has been used to measure lifetimes of T1=2=550(20) ps and 181(3) ps

for the 2+1 and 4+1 members of the K=0+ band, and T1=2�7 ps and �6 ps for the

1�1 and 3�1 members of the K=0� band, respectively. The quadrupole moments,

Q0, deduced from the B(E2; 2+1 !0+1 ) and B(E2; 4+1 !2+1 ) rates are in a good

agreement with the previously measured value and the systematics of the region.

However, the B(E1) rates of �4�10�4 e2fm2, which represent the �rst B(E1) mea-

surements for this nucleus, are at least 25 times larger than the value previously

suggested for 228Ra. The new results are consistent with the B(E1) rates recently

measured for the neighbouring 227Ra and reveal octupole correlations in 228Ra.
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1 Introduction
228Ra is situated in the upper mass border region of the "island of octupole defor-

mation" where the octupole deformation is vanishing in the presence of a large quadrupole
�eld and the octupole collectivity is revealed by octupole vibrations. Two of our recent
studies have been focussed on the odd-A nuclei in this region: 227Fr [1] and 227Ra [2] which
have shown properties consistent with a small �3 and an octupole vibrational interpreta-
tion. Several authors (see, for example, the review given in ref. [3]) have investigated the
octupole degree of freedom in the even-A Ra nuclei. Egido and Robledo [4, 5] have identi-
�ed 228Ra as an octupole vibrational nucleus. In contrast, M�oller et al. [6] have predicted
ground state octupole deformation of j�3j = 0.058 for 228Ra. The aim of this work is two-
fold: to determine the spin and parity assignments to the low-lying bands via conversion
electron measurements, and to clarify the quadrupole and octupole collectivities in this
nucleus via a precise determination of the E2 and E1 transition rates.

Previous investigation of the low-lying levels of 228Ra performed by Ruchowska et
al. [7] and van den Berg et al. [8], produced a detailed level scheme of 228Ra. However,
the spin-parity assignments given in [7] were rather tentative and based on a comparison
with the lighter isotopes of 224;226Ra and on the analysis of reduced branching ratios. The
present work not only clari�es the spin/parity assignments but also explores the issue of
highly converted transitions with strong E0 components, which were �rst suggested by
Ruchowska and collaborators [7]. Evidence for a strongly excited 0+ state at E=0.8 MeV
in 228Ra has been found in the 232Th(d,6Li)228Ra reaction [8].

Ahmad et al. [9] have examined the laser spectroscopic results for 208�232Ra in
terms of evidence for octupole instability. In particular, they have compared two data
sets: the �rst represented the deformed part deduced from the isotope shifts, while the
second represented droplet model calculations that accounted only for the even multipole
deformation. The di�erence between these sets was taken as evidence for the existence of
a sizeable octupole contribution near 224Ra. In this analysis, 228Ra represented a crucial
renormalization point between data sets, since it was the heaviest Ra nucleus for which
the �2 deformation parameter was known (and obtained from the experimental B(E2;
2+1 !0+1 ) rate [10]). Unfortunately, a large statistical uncertainty associated with this
renormalization point made it di�cult to draw any �rm conclusion on the size of the �3
contibution. The present study improves the accuracy of the B(E2) value by a factor of
2.

The B(E1) rates for transitions connecting the lowest-lying K=0� bands represent
another important characteristic which needs to be clari�ed for 228Ra. The results of
theoretical predictions vary quite strongly. The microscopic calculations by Egido and
Robledo [4, 5] predict fast B(E1) rates for this nucleus, �3{7�10�3 e2fm2, driven by the
octupole vibrational mode of excitation, while the calculations by Denisov [11] yield such
a high rate for 226Ra, but not for 228Ra, where he predicts a dramatic drop of the E1 rates
to B(E1)�4�10�4 e2fm2.

At the other extreme are the schematic model calculations of Butler and Nazarewicz
[12] which predict dipole moments in the reection-asymmetric nuclei within the shell
correction method (which, unfortunately, as noted by the authors, does not properly
include the dynamical shape-uctuations). These authors provide no estimate for 228Ra,
but within the framework of the model they have used (the values of � parameters are from
calculations [13]), the dipole moment would have to be zero, as 228Ra is the �rst heavy Ra
nucleus predicted [13] to be reection symmetric . The relevance of the schematic model
to the case of 228Ra rests with a respectable agreement of the model predictions over
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extensive systematics of the experimental E1 moments, and in particular this agreement
includes 227Ra { the very neighbour of 228Ra. In fact, the latter point of agreement was
established only recently in our measurements [2]. Following the trend of the E1 moment
systematics and the schematic model predictions one would expect to �nd a particularly
low B(E1) rate in 228Ra. Indeed, ref. [12] lists D0 =0.011(1) e�fm as an experimental value
for 228Ra. It gives a B(E1) rate of about 1.4�10�5 e2fm2, which is 500 times lower than
the value predicted by Egido and Robledo [4, 5]. If correct, such result would challenge
the latter calculations.

However, the low E1 rate in 228Ra did not represent a measured value but merely
a guess. It was based on a hypothesis [7] that in the 228Fr!228Ra decay there is no ��

feeding to the 1�1 state. Then the B(E1) rate was derived from the intensity ratio of
the E1 and E2 transitions de-exciting the 3�1 level, where the unobserved E2 branch was
estimated from a di�erence between the observed transition intensity de-exciting the 1�

state and the one feeding it. This hypothesis has not been supported, however, by a nuclear
magnetic resonance measurement [14] where a spin/parity of 2� was established for the
ground state of 228Fr. Thus contrary to the hypothesis, a direct �� decay to the 1� state
is, in fact, quite possible. The procedure described above can only yield a lower limit, but
not the absolute value, of D0 in 228Ra. Consequently, the value quoted in ref. [12] should
be corrected to become a lower limit of D0 �0.01 e�fm which is not very informative. A
B(E1) rate for 228Ra is yet to be measured.

A recent introduction of the fast timing �(t) method to the PSB ISOLDE mass
separator at CERN [15] has opened the heavy actinides to the direct lifetime measure-
ments in the low picosecond range. We have applied this method to provide precise level
lifetimes for the critical K=0+ and K=0� bands in 228Ra as part of our systematic studies
of the level lifetimes in the 222�230Ra isotopes. Preliminary results from the conversion
electron measurements have been reported in conference proceedings [16]. These results
are superseded by the present �ndings.

2 Experimental methods and results

2.1 Source preparation

Two sets of conversion electron measurements have been performed. The �rst mea-
surement, characterized by higher statistics, was done at the ISOLDE II facility. Sources
of 228Fr were produced in a spallation reaction of 238UC2 induced by 600 MeV protons
from the CERN Synchrocyclotron and mass-separated in the on-line isotope separator.
The activity was deposited on a tape transport system and carried to a well-shielded
counting station.

For the �(t) and the second conversion electron measurements, the francium
activity was produced by a spallation reaction in a 232ThC2 target, induced by 1 GeV
protons from the CERN PS-Booster. The ions were mass-separated in the ISOLDE on-
line separator and deposited onto a tape transport system. The fast timing measurements
were performed at the point of beam deposition, while the conversion electrons were
measured at a separate counting station positioned about 100 cm away.

2.2 Electron conversion coe�cients

Multipolarities of prominent transitions in 228Ra have been established by a simul-
taneous measurement of conversion electrons in the mini-orange spectrometer [17] and
-rays in a Ge detector. The electron spectrometer combined a liquid-nitrogen cooled
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Si(Li) detector (characterized by 300 mm2 area, 2 mm depletion depth and 2.0 keV res-
olution) with a �lter of permanent magnets around a central absorber. Precisely known
transition energies from 228Fr [7] were used as internal energy standards. The transmission
curve of the mini-orange spectrometer was obtained using conversion lines from sources
of 133Ba, 152Eu and 207Bi. The two sets of the conversion measurements were performed
using similar setup and geometry but di�erent Si(Li) detectors. The second measurement,
which was characterized by signi�cantly lower statistics, had much improved energy reso-
lution. Figure 1 shows the conversion electron spectrum from the decay of 228Fr to 228Ra
obtained in the �rst measurement. A key section of the electron spectrum obtained in the
second run is shown as an insert to this �gure. It covers a small energy region near the K
conversion peak of the 259 keV E0 transition.

Multi-spectra measurements were performed in the �rst run to verify whether the
stronger conversion lines belong to the 228Fr decay. The observed half-lives for the 64 keV
L and M lines, 140 keV M line, the composite-peak (which included the 171 keV L and
259 keV K lines), 676 keV K line, 707 keV K line, and the 721 keV K line were found in
agreement with the expected value [7] of 38(1) s.

In the �rst step, we have established the E2 multipolarity for the 63.8 keV 2+ !0+

and 140.9 keV 4+ !2+ transitions from the analysis of the experimental conversion elec-
tron subshell ratios. For the 63.8 keV transition the electron intensity ratios of the (L1+L2)
/ L3 / M / (N + ...) lines have been measured as: 100 / 83.5(23) / 60(4) / 18.7(20) which
closely follow the theoretical [18] values of 100 / 82.5 / 50 / 15.6 for E2 multipolarity. For
the 140.9 keV transition the experimental and theoretical E2 intensity ratios are 100 /
57.4(34) / 39.6(27) / 13.6(16) and 100 / 56.9 / 37.7 / 15.1, respectively, thus also indicat-
ing E2 multipolarity. In the second step, we have adopted the theoretical E2 conversion
coe�cient of �M+N+:::=0.507 for the 140.9 keV transition which allowed us to renormalize
the relative electron and gamma [7] intensities and evaluate the conversion coe�cients for
other observed transitions. A summary of the conversion electron results is presented in
table 1. In particular, we have established two new E0 transitions and identi�ed three
mixed E0+M1+E2 transitions with a major E0 component, which have been placed in
the decay scheme of 228Fr.

In our early analysis [16] the electron peak at �155 keV has been interpreted as
a single peak due to the 171.4 keV L transition. However, the electron spectrum from
the second measurement shows this peak is a doublet with two distinctive components
(see an insert in Fig. 1): the L conversion peak of the 171.4 keV transition and the K
conversion peak of a new 259.9 keV E0 line, respectively. For the 171.4 keV transition,
we have obtained an experimental L1+L2 conversion coe�cient equal to 1.0(3), which
when compared to the theoretical values of 0.017, 0.41 and 0.53 for the E1, E2 and M1
multipolarities, respectively, revealed a signi�cant E0 component. The contribution from
the L1+L2 line of the 172.4 keV transition has been subtracted by taking the theoretical
E2 conversion coe�cient for this transition (the electron intensity of the L3 line excludes
a higher multipolarity for the 172.4 keV line).

2.2.1 259.9-keV E0 transition
The 156.0 keV electron peak, which overlaps with the L3 line of the 171.4 keV

transition, is interpreted as the K line of the 259.9 keV transition. An experimental lower
limit of 17 has been obtained for its K conversion coe�cient indicating an E0 character.
An upper limit of 0.3 was established for the relative  intensity of the 259.9 keV transition
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Figure 1: Electron spectrum from the decay of 228Fr to 228Ra: (a) the lower{energy part, (b)
the higher{energy part. Peaks are labelled by the transition energy. The insert (c) shows
the composite peak, which includes the 171.4 keV L and 259.9 keV K peaks, measured
with much improved resolution in the second run.
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Table 1: The relative intensity of K conversion lines, IK, internal conversion coe�cients,
�K, and multipolarity assignments for transitions in 228Ra.

Transition Initial IK Experimental Theoretical b) Multi-
energy a) level �K �K polarity
(keV) (keV) E1 M1 E2

63.83(2) 63.8 E2 c)

140.86(2) 204.7 540(80) 0.27(5) 0.17 5.0 0.29 E2
167.1 1013.3 E0 d)

171.4(1) 1070.3 E0+M1+E2 e)

259.9(5) 103(20) �17 0.039 0.89 0.096 E0
332.91(5) 537.6 31(5) 0.032(7) 0.023 0.45 0.058 E1
410.40(6) 474.1 41(5) 0.017(3) 0.015 0.26 0.038 E1
675.6(5) 880.3 56(5) 1.3(3) 0.0054 0.068 0.014 E0+M1+E2
706.9(1) 770.7 100(6) 0.55(8) 0.0049 0.061 0.013 E0+M1+E2
721.2(5) f) 721.2 16(5) � 1.4 0.0048 0.057 0.013 E0
782.3(1) 846.2 9(4) 0.012(5) 0.0041 0.046 0.010 E2+M1

a) Transition energies from ref. [7] unless stated otherwise.
b) From ref. [18].
c) From the electron intensity ratios of the (L1+L2)/L3/M/(N+...) lines (see subsec. 2.2).
d) From ref. [7].
e) From the electron intensity of the (L1+L2) line (see subsec. 2.2).
f) Transition energy obtained from the conversion electron spectrum.

(relative to I�100 for E=140.86 keV). Very high conversion coe�cient and lack of any
corresponding  transition implies a pure E0 character for the 259.9 keV transition. This
is further supported by its experimental intensity ratio of the K/(L1+L2) conversion
coe�cients of 4.3(14), which should be compared to the theoretical value of 5.30 for a
pure E0 multipolarity. Care was taken to check whether any in-beam or isobaric impurity
could a�ect this analysis and none was found.

The 259.9 keV transition is an intense E0 line with a total intensity of �6 on the
scale of I140:86


�100. Despite its strength, we were unable to �rmly placed this transition

in the decay scheme. It does not connect any two of the previously known levels. The pure
E0 character of the 259.9-keV line implies that it connects two 0+ states. The possibilitites
that it feeds the ground state or de-excites the 721.2 keV state, must be rejected, since
a low lying 0+ state would mean a dramatic departure from the systematics of the 0+

states in the region [19, 20], and also: (even if weakly populated) it would have been likely
found in the 232Th(d,6Li)228Ra reaction [8, 20]. Furthermore, in the case of a 0+ state at
461.3-keV, the intensity of I�6 would have to channel via an E0 transition to the ground
state and/or via E2 397.4-keV transition to the 2+1 state. But no trace of either of these
transitions has been found.

The most likely placement for the 259.9-keV line is between the 721.2 keV 0+2 state
and a new 0+ level at 981.1 keV. However, no 0+3 !0+1 E0 transition of the energy of 981.1
keV has been found. The information on the E0 transitions which de-excite the 0+3 states,
is very poor in the region. However, strong E0 0+3 !0+2 transitions do occur in vicinity of
228Ra. Such is the case of 234U, where the 0+3 state at 1044.5 is de-excited [21] to the 0+2
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state at 809.9 keV via an intense E0 line of the energy of 234.6 keV, and to the 1�1 and
2+1 states via E1 and E2 transitions with the E0 / E1 / E2 intensity ratios of 10.4 / 8.6 /
100. However, no 0+3 !0+1 E0 transition has been reported [21] in that nucleus.

For the postulated 0+3 state at 981.1 keV in 228Ra, we observe no clear  ray at the
energy of �507.0 nor �917.3 keV that could be associated with feeding of the 1�1 or 2+1
states, respectively. Some trace of a 506.5(5) keV line with the intensity of I506 � 1 { 2
can be seen, and perhaps a weak 917.3 keV line with a similar intensity exists in a cluster
of weak lines at E � 920 keV. For the latter, one estimates a limit of I917 � 2.5. The
absence of competing  radiation could mean that the rate of the 0+3 !0+2 E0 transition
is much higher in 228Ra in comparison to 234U. The value of X321, de�ned as X321 = B(E0;
0+3 ! 0+2 )/B(E2; 0

+
3 !2+1 ), which equals to 0.33(4) for 234U, would yield �11 for 228Ra.

Further experimental studies are needed to clarify the placement of this transition.
An aditional area of concern is the intensity balance for the 721.2 keV level. In the adopted
decay scheme [22] of 228Fr, the total feeding  intensity of 9.4(11) is matched by the de-
excitation intensity of 8.0(5), thus leaving no room for an additional feeding of �6 units
that would be brought by the 259.9 keV transition. However, the three  transitions
assigned to feed this state, have been tentatively placed based on the energy match of the
known levels and may belong elsewhere in the decay.

2.3 Level half-life measurements

Level lifetimes have been measured with the �(t) method detailed in Refs. [23,
24, 25]. Two independent 228Ra experiments were performed with the same experimental
set up consisting of four detectors positioned around the beam deposition point in a rather
close geometry. The timing information was obtained from time-delayed coincidences be-
tween the fast response �- and -detectors, while coincidence with one of the two Ge
detectors in the setup served to select the desired decay branch. A 3-mm thick NE111A
plastic scintillator and a small (25 mm in height) BaF2 crystal served as the fast timing �
and  detectors, respectively. As Ge detectors we used a Low-Energy-Photon (LEP) and
High-Purity-Ge (HPGe) detectors in the �rst run and two HPGe detectors in the second
one.

A multi-parameter time-delayed coincidence system was set between the � detector
and any combination of the  detectors. The fast timing analysis was performed on the
double coincidence �(t) events involving the fast response �{BaF2 detectors and the
triple coincidence �(t) events recorded with the �{BaF2{Ge detectors. The exact com-
position of the BaF2 energy gates, which was needed for the analysis of the �{BaF2 and
�{BaF2{Ge data, was provided by the �{Ge and �{Ge{Ge coincidences which were col-
lected at the same time. Using the latter data, we had identi�ed the  transitions observed
in the run (no major impurity lines were observed) and con�rmed that the placement of
intense transitions is in agreement with the decay scheme of 228Fr proposed by Ruchowska
et al. [7]. We have also searched, but with no success, for level lifetimes in the range of
100 ns < T1=2 < 2�s using the �(t) coincidences recorded with the LEP detector.

2.3.1 Centroid-shift �(t) measurements
In the centroid shift measurement for direct � feeding of a level of interest, the mean

life of a level (�=T1=2/ln2) is given simply by the di�erence between the centroid of the
delayed time spectrum and the prompt centroid of the same E . For the indirect feeding
where the level of interest is fed by a  ray from a higher level, the mean life of interest
is the di�erence between the centroid shift of the spectrum gated by the de-exciting 
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ray and the centroid shift of the spectrum gated by the feeding  transition. The latter
serves here as a reference point. The prompt points, as well as the reference points, are
internal to the decay and serve to renormalize the calibration prompt curves for the BaF2

detector that are measured o�-line. For the lifetimes of the 1�1 and 3�1 states listed in table
2, the  transitions feeding the state of interest provide the time reference points, while
the transitions de-exciting these states provide the time-delayed shift. However, important
corrections must be applied before this shift can be converted into the mean life of a level
of interest.

In comparison to the measurements in 227Fr or 227Ra discussed in refs. [1, 2] (see
for example �g. 5 in ref. [2]), the present case is somewhat di�erent. In odd-A 227Fr and
227Ra there are few feeding transitions. Some of them are dominant and well separated
in the coincident BaF2 spectra as can be seen in �g. 2 in ref. [2]. Consequently, it was
possible to select for the timing analysis only the time spectra gated on the full energy
peaks in BaF2 for the time-delayed and reference points measured on-line, and also for
the prompt points measured o�-line. The procedures were thus much simpli�ed.

In contrast, the BaF2 spectra coincident with the transitions de-exciting the 4+1 , 1
�

1

and 3�1 states in 228Ra (selected in the Ge detector) are at and featureless as they are
formed from an overlap of a large number of rather weak transitions feeding the states
from above. Furthermore, centroids of the time spectra gated on the prompt Compton
continuum are systematically shifted by a few picoseconds from those gated on the full
energy peaks (see for example �g. 4 in ref. [25]). That di�erence, which is critical for
the present study, has been measured precisely and corrected for with the help of the
calibration curves.

Table 2: Half-lives of the excited states in 228Ra.

Level J� T1=2 T1=2
previous work a) present work

(keV) (ps) (ps)
63.8 2+1 550(40) 550(20)
204.7 4+1 181(3)
474.1 1�1 � 7 b)

537.6 3�1 � 6 b)

1) From ref. [10].
2) 2� limit.

The most important aspect of the �(t) method used here is the ability to provide
three calibration curves that characterize the BaF2 detector: the prompt curve, which
gives the time response of the BaF2 detector as a function of the -ray energy for the full-
energy peaks (FEP), the time response curve for the complete energy spectrum (Compton
plus FEP) due to a monoenergetic  transition of a medium energy (usually selected with
E�1.5 MeV), and the Compton-correction curve, which describes the time shift between
Compton events of the same energy but due to prompt primary  rays of di�erent energy.
These curves are essential for the centroid shift measurements.

The �rst two curves, which are the most critical in the present analysis, were ob-
tained o�-line at ISOLDE. In particular, the prompt curve was measured o�-line using the
pre-calibrated sources of 154Eu!154Gd in the �rst experiment and 140Ba!140La!140Ce
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Figure 2: Partial level scheme for the decay of 228Fr!228Ra. Data are from ref. [7] except
for the multipolarities, spin/parity assignments and level lifetimes, which are from this
work.
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in the second experiment, that were prepared at the OSIRIS mass separator at Studsvik
[26, 27]. More detailed time calibration of the full energy peak and the Compton-correction
curves were done at OSIRIS using a variety of beams while maintaining the experimental
geometry as close as possible to that previously used at ISOLDE. Some details of the
method including corrections applied are given in [23, 25].

For 228Ra, the reference points were obtained by gating on the higher energy part
of the Compton continuum in the BaF2 spectra coincident with the 140, 332, 410, and
473/474 keV transitions selected in the Ge detector (see �g. 2). As expected these indi-
vidual data sets overlapped quite closely since the lifetimes of the high-lying levels at the
excitation energy of 2-3 MeV that are involved here, are predicted to be in the femtosec-
ond regime making all these data points basically prompt. By correcting for a small shift
between the Compton and full energy peak positions (via the calibration curves), these
points became the reference points for the measurements discussed next.

The half-life limit for the 1�1 state at 474.2 keV (which is de-excited by the 410
keV and 474 keV transitions) was obtained by averaging four independent results: four
shifts from the reference points of the time-delayed spectra selected with a common BaF2

gate on the unresolved 410/474 keV peak, a common gate on the � spectrum, and the
individual gates in Ge on the 296, 567, 613, and 1567 keV transitions, respectively, which
feed the 474.2 keV level directly from above. In the case of the 3�1 level at 537.6 keV,
the half-life limit represents an average of ten time-delayed results. For every one of the
�ve Ge peaks selected at the energies of 233, 343, 550, 645 and 1572 keV (which are the
strongest transitions directly feeding the 537.6 keV level) one could select in the coincident
BaF2 spectra separately the full energy peaks of the 332- and 473-keV transitions de-
exciting the level. The individual results for the 474.2- and 537.6-keV levels had common
characteristics: the centroid positions of the time-delayed spectra consistently overlaped
with the curve de�ned by the reference points, thus yielding only limits of the level half-
lives. The �nal values quoted in table 2, as T1=2 �7 ps and �6 ps for the 1�1 and 3�1
states, respectively, represent 2� limits and were obtained by averaging results from two
independent series of measurements.

2.3.2 Lifetimes obtained from shape de-convolution

In the shape de-convolution method, lifetimes with T1=2 �100 ps are obtained from
the asymmetry or slope on the "delayed" side of the time spectrum by �tting the spec-
trum to an analytical function with the prompt response approximated by a Gaussian. A
detailed analysis of the fast timing �(t) and �(t) coincidences has revealed no trace
of any lifetimes measurable by the shape de-convolution or slope-�tting with the excep-
tion of the 63.8 and 204.7 keV levels. The half-lives for these states listed in table 2 are
from the �(t) measurements characterized by higher statistics. These results are in a full
agreement with those from the �(t) analysis. A simpli�ed description of the analysis
process is given below.

In the analysis of the �(t) coincidences a series of sortings was performed with
a variety of gating conditions in order to check the conditions of the experiment and
to �nd optimal gates (e.g.: on the � spectrum). Then a common gate was set on the �
spectrum and a series of gates were selected on the delayed side of the time spectrum
(projected from all data) outside of the prompt region. The data was sorted onto the
BaF2 energy. Figures 3a and 3c show the BaF2 energy spectra gated by those  events
that were recorded from 0.4 to 1.4 ns and from 1.6 to 5.0 ns, respectively, after the �
decay of 228Fr. The coincident energy spectra reveal various  components contributing to
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Figure 3: (a) and (c): BaF2 energy spectra sorted from the �(t) coincidences by selecting
those  events which were recorded in BaF2 from 0.4 to 1.4 ns (panel (a)) and from 1.6 to
5.0 ns (panel (c)) after the � decay of 228Fr. The contribution from randoms and slower
time components has been subtracted. (b): Coincident �(t) time spectrum gated by the
140 keV  transition selected in BaF2 (marked by a black rectangle in panel (a)) and by
� particles. Fitting of the time spectrum is limited to the time range from 0.4 to 1.4 ns.
(d): Similar to (b) but for a coincident time spectrum gated by the 63 keV transition
(marked by a black rectangle in panel (c)). Fitting of the time spectrum is limited to the
time range from 1.6 to 5.0 ns. See text for a full discussion.

the asymmetry of the time spectrum. A small contribution comes from the usual sources:
the backscattered radiation (E �220 keV) and the 511 keV e�e+ annihilation radiation.
The main contribution, however, comes from two  transitions of energy 140.9 and 63.8
keV de-exciting states with half-lives longer than 100 ps. Thus one can see a strong and
well separated peak at 140 keV in �g. 3a and a 63 keV peak in �g. 3c. The peak at about
90 keV (channel �43 in �g. 3a) is due to the Ra X-rays associated with the conversion
electron process for the 140 keV transition.

In the �nal step, gates were selected on the 140 and 63 keV peaks in the BaF2

spectrum (black rectangles in �gs. 3a and 3c) and, with a common gate on the � spectrum,
the data was sorted back onto the fast timing spectra. The resultant time spectra for the
140 keV and 63 keV transitions are shown in �gs. 3b and 3d. The shape �tting of the
time spectra outside of the prompt region gives T1=2 = 550(20) ps for the 2+1 level and
181(3) ps for the 4+1 state. The �rst result is in very good agreement with the value T1=2

= 550(40) ps reported in ref. [10].
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Figure 4: Comparison of band structures in 228Ra (this work) and 230Th (ref. [31]).

3 Discussion of the results

3.1 Level scheme

The interpretation of the even parity states of 228Ra is presented in �g. 4 alongside
with a partial level scheme of its isotone 230Th. The conversion electron as well as the
fast timing data discussed in the next subsection, con�rm the spin values which were
tentatively assigned by Ruchowska et al. [7].

3.1.1 K�=0+ ground-state band
The assignments of I�=2+ and 4+ to the 63.8 and 204.7 keV levels, respectively,

are based on the E2 multipolarities of the 63.8 and 140.9 keV transitions. The weakly
populated 411.7 keV state appears to be the next member of the rotational ground state
band, but there is still no direct experimental evidence for its 6+ assignment.

3.1.2 First excited K�=0+ band

The K=0 assignment for the 721.2, 770.7 and 880.3 keV levels is �rmly established
either by a pure E0 transition or by a strong E0 contribution to the E0+M1+E2 tran-
sitions (see table 1) to the 0+, 2+ and 4+ levels of the ground-state band. The values
of X, a dimensionless ratio of the E0- and E2-transition probabilities [28] that gives a
measure of the E0 decay rate, have been evaluated for the 721.2, 706.9 and 675.6 keV
E0 transitions as 0.07(2), 0.11(1) and 0.20(8), respectively. Unfortunately, the experi-
mental X values cannot discriminate between predictions of two very di�erent theoretical
models: X�=0.19 is predicted in the case of beta vibration [29] (we take X�=4��2

0 and
the quadrupole deformation parameter �0=0.22) and X�0.25 for the cluster model { a
prediction approximately constant for a di�erent numbers of bosons [30].
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3.1.3 K�=2+ bands

Two excited K�=2+ bands, with bandheads at 846.2 and 1013.3 keV, connected
by rather strong 167.1 keV E0 transition, were proposed by Ruchowska et al. [7]. In the
present work a positive parity has been established for the 846.2 keV level, interpreted
as a -vibrational state. The present data established an E0 component in the 171.4 keV
transition connecting the proposed I�=3+ members of the K�=2+ bands. The level at
1013.3 keV is assigned as an I�K=2+2 state by analogy with levels in the isotone 230Th
[31], and extends the systematics of the second K�=2+ band observed in heavier actinide
nuclei [32]. The nature of the second low-lying collective K�=2+ bands is not very clear.
Their excitation energy is much lower than predicted for the two-phonon � +  state in
the simple model of harmonic nuclear vibrations. Clearly, the second low-lying K�=2+

bands need further study.

3.1.4 K�=0� band

The E1 multipolarities for the 332.9 and 410.4 keV transitions (see table 1) provide
�rm spin and negative parity assignments of I�=1� and 3� for the 474.1 and 537.6 keV
levels, respectively, and thus con�rm the previous tentative assignments given to these
states [7]. However, the assignment of I�=5� for the 656.0 keV level remains tentative.

3.2 Transition probabilities

A summary of the measured transition rates is presented in tables 3 and 4. The
�rst two columns list the energies of the connecting  transitions and the spin/parities of
the initial and �nal states. The reduced transition probabilities, B(XL; Ii !If), are given
in column three in absolute units and in column four in Weisskopf units. The last column
lists the absolute value of the quadrupole moment, Q0:

B(E2; Ii ! If) =
5

16�
Q2

0 hIiKi20jIfKf i
2
; (1)

or the electric dipole moment, D0:

B(E1; Ii ! If) =
3

4�
D2

0 hIiKi10jIfKf i
2
; (2)

derived using the rotational formulas. Although these formulas are strictly applicable to
rigid rotors, nevertheless, they are widely used to provide consistent means of intercom-
parison of the B(E2) or B(E1) strength between even-even and odd-A nuclei as well as
for the transitions de-exciting various band members.

3.2.1 Quadrupole collectivity
228Ra is located in a quadrupole transitional region but close to the strongly de-

formed nuclei. This is con�rmed by the ratio of energies of the 4+1 to the 2+1 states, R =
E+
4 =E

+
2 , which is equal to 3.21 { a value close to the rigid rotor limit of 3.33. The new

results of this study provide a further con�rmation of the proximity of 228Ra to this limit.
One feature of a rigid rotor is a constancy of the quadrupole moment for members of its
rotational band. As seen in table 3, the quadrupole moments measured for the two lowest
members of the K=0+ band are, indeed, equal to within the precision of the measurement.

As mentioned in the Introduction, measurements of the isotope shifts in both the
atomic and ionic resonance lines have been performed on the radium isotopes in the
mass range 208�A�232 using the on-line collinear fast-beam laser spectroscopy technique
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Table 3: E2 transition rates in 228Ra.

E I�
i
!I�

f
B(E2) a) B(E2) b) jQ0j

(keV) (e2fm4) (W.u.) (e�fm2)
63.8 2+1 !0+1 11770(490) 142(6) 769(16)
140.9 4+1 !2+1 17160(370) 207(4) 776(8)
3) Using T1=2 from table 2 and total conversion coe�cients, �T ,

from ref. [18]. The uncertainty in �T is taken as �2%.
4) B(E2)W=82.74 e2fm4.

[9]. In their study, where the laser-spectroscopic results have been examined in terms of
evidence for octupole instability, Ahmad et al. [9] compared the deformed part �hr2i228;A

def

deduced from the measured isotope shifts and representing the change in h�2i =
P

ih�
2
i
i

(with i = 2, 3, 4...), with droplet model calculations that accounted only for the even
multipole deformations (i = 2, 4). The droplet calculations included a �2 term deduced
from the experimental B(E2; 2+1 !0+1 ) rates for the even-even nuclei and a �4 term, which
represented theoretical correction. The discrepancies between these two data sets, which
are particularly large below 226Ra (see �g. 5 in ref. [9]), can be eliminated by the inclusion
of the octupole mode with �3 values of the order predicted by theory. For example, a gap
between data points for 224Ra requires [9] h�2

3i
1=2 =0.07 in agreement with theoretical

predictions.
However, the comparison presented in ref. [9] had to be viewed with caution largely

necessitated by the status of the experimental B(E2; 2+1 !0+1 ) results for
222Ra and 228Ra.

In particular, a strong enhancement of the B(E2) rate, which has been measured [10] for
222Ra and recognized in ref. [33] as an important sign of a mixing of a deformed cluster
state in the ground state of 222Ra, has been taken in ref. [9] as doubtful. Consequently,
Ahmad et al. disregarded the data point at 222Ra. On the other hand, the result for
228Ra which provided a crucial renormalization point between both data sets [9], su�ered
from a large statistical uncertainty making it di�cult to draw any �rm conclusion on the
size of the �3 contribution. As for 222Ra, our direct lifetime measurement [34] performed
recently, contradicts the previous measurement on this nucleus and validates the suspicion
of Ahmad et al.

The new half-life result for the 2+1 state in 228Ra has a numerical value identical to
the previous one, but with improved precision, see table 2. The two measurements can
be combined to an average value of T1=2 = 550(18) ps. It gives an identical <�2

2>
1=2 as

the one used before, see table 3 and �g. 5 in ref. [9], but with about 1/2 of the previous
uncertainty. Consequently, the new result reinforces the conclusions of Ahmad et al. , that
there exists a sizeable discrepancy between the two data sets. Furthermore, it is more clear
now, that the size of the discrepancies and the position of its maximum are consistent
with the predictions of octupole deformation.

Note, that Ahmad et al. [9] assumed a negligible �3 for 228Ra and thus used the
nucleus to renormalize the isotope shift and the droplet calculation results. In the next
section we examine the arguments for the octupole collective features in 228Ra which imply
a sizable dynamical �3 in this nucleus. Thus, it would be more proper to use a heavier
Ra nucleus as a normalization point. One candidate is 230Ra on which the fast timing
measurements have been recently performed [27].
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3.2.2 B(E1) rates

As a result of this study, the B(E1) rates have been measured for the �rst time in
228Ra. The lower limits for the B(E1) rates, which range from 2.9 to 5.2 �10�4 e2fm2, are
surpisingly fast, giving jD0j�0.07 e�fm, and clearly reveal the presence of sizeable octupole
correlations in this nucleus. It is now possible to examine the theoretical predictions for
228Ra.

The microscopic calculations based on the constrained Hartree-Fock plus BCS the-
ory as well as on the adiabatic time-dependent Hartree-Fock in the cranking approxi-
mation with Gogny force have been performed by Egido and Robledo [4] in the case of
218�230 Ra. These calculations predict fast E1 rates for 228Ra with B(E1)�7�10�3 e2fm2,
driven by the octupole vibrational mode of excitation. The same authors also performed
a microscopic parity-projection calculation for 218�230Ra using the realistic interaction of
Gogny [5] and obtained practically the same B(E1) rates with B(E1) = 3�10�3 e2fm2

predicted for 228Ra.
The calculations by Denisov [11] predict a sizable octupole deformation in 226Ra

with �3=0.09, a much smaller one in 228Ra, �3=0.02, and a reection symmetry for 230Ra.
Consequently, he predicts a dramatic drop in the B(E1) strength for the Ra nuclei between
N=138 and 142 with D0 = 0.27 e�fm and 0.066 e�fm for 226Ra and 228Ra, respectively, and
zero for 230Ra. For 228Ra this implies B(E1)�4�10�4 e2fm2 which is close to the measured
limits. One should note, however, that the calculations by Denisov correlate E1 strength
basically with the size of the reection asymmetry and thus they do not account for the
octupole vibrations nor do they predict the well known quenching of the B(E1) strength
in 224Ra.

Table 4: E1 transition rates in 228Ra.

E I�
i
!I�

f
B(E1) a) B(E1) b) jD0j

(keV) (e2fm2) (W.u.) (e�fm)
332.9 3�1 !4+1 � 3.5 �10�4 � 1.5 �10�4 � 0.051
410.4 1�1 !2+1 � 3.6 �10�4 � 1.5 �10�4 � 0.047
473.7 3�1 !2+1 � 5.2 �10�4 � 2.2 �10�4 � 0.071
474.0 1�1 !0+1 � 2.9 �10�4 � 1.2 �10�4 � 0.060
5) Using T1=2 from table 2 and total conversion coe�cients, �T ,

from ref. [18]. The uncertainty in �T is taken as �2%.
6) B(E1)W=2.406 e2fm2.

The schematic model calculation of Butler and Nazarewicz [12] predicts dipole mo-
ments in the reection-asymmetric nuclei within the shell correction method. For the even
nuclei of Ra and Th, the authors use the theoretical equilibrium deformations �2{�8 from
the calculation of Sobiczewski et al. [13] based on the Nilsson-Strutinsky approach with
folded-Yukawa and Woods-Saxon deformed potentials. The latter calculation predicts dis-
appearance of the octupole barrier height (Eom) for Ra at N�140 and for Th at N�138
where it gives �odd = 0. These cases represent reection symmetric nuclei, for which the
schematic model can provide no prediction, since it is not valid for octupole vibrational
model. However, it is an open question whether 228Ra, located at the border line, is in
fact reection symmetric. Various calculations give a di�erent estimate of j�3j for 228Ra.
For example, its value is zero in ref. [13], 0.02 in ref. [11], or 0.058 in ref. [6].
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Note, that the �3 parameter gives only a partial picture. Another important pa-
rameter is the octupole barrier height [13] (Eom), which is usually quite small for the
Ra nuclei near N=140. It means that the 226�230Ra nuclei exhibit basically a vibrational
mode of collective octupole excitations, and thus one would expect a decrease in the E1
rates to be very gradual in similarity to the predictions made by Egido and Robledo [4, 5].
This would be in contrast to the schematic model predictions [12] or the calculation by
Denisov [11], which do not include a proper treatment of octupole vibrations, and thus
predict a sharp drop in the E1 rates related to the decrease in the value of �3 along the
transition to reection symmetry.

The B(E1) rates measured in this work provide clear evidence that there is no sharp
drop in the B(E1) rates between 227Ra and 228Ra. The possibility is left open for the heavier
nuclei of 229Ra and 230Ra, which are the subject of our next investigation. However, the
current results do not provide a clear indication of which theoretical approach is correct
in the case of 228Ra. As demonstrated by Denisov, even a modest reection asymmetry
may yield the B(E1) rates consistent with the measurement.

The present measurement disproved the previous estimate of D0 =0.011(1) e�fm
quoted in ref. [12] for 228Ra (see the Introduction for details). If such a low value would
be correct, it would present a challenge to our understanding of the octupole transitional
region and in particular to the calculations of Egido and Robledo [4, 5].

4 Summary

In the present study we have performed conversion electron measurements with a
mini-orange � spectrometer, which have clari�ed the assignment of spins and parities to
the collective states in 228Ra. Strong E0 transitions have been identi�ed as connecting the
0+, 2+ and 4+ members of the �rst excited K�=0+ band with the respective members
of the ground state band. The present study established an E0 component in the 171.4
keV transition connecting the proposed I�=3+ members of the K�=2+ bands. However,
further studies are needed to clarify the position of the intense 259.9 keV E0 transition.

Our fast-timing �(t) measurements have revealed lifetimes of T1=2=550(20) ps
and 181(3) ps for the 2+1 and 4+1 members of the K=0+ band. The �rst result con�rms the
previous measurement [10] but with much improved precision. The quadrupole moments
deduced for the �rst two members of the ground state band were found equal within the
statistical precision, as expected for a rigid rotor. Furthermore, the new results allow a
re-examination of the analysis of Ahmad et al. [9] and signi�cally strengthen his argument
for a �3 contribution to the deformed part �hr2i228;A

def
deduced from the measured isotope

shifts.
The fast timing study yields the �rst measurement of B(E1) rates in 228Ra. The

half-life limits of T1=2�7 ps and �6 ps measured for the 1�1 and 3�1 members of the K=0�

band, respectively, result in the B(E1) rates of �5�10�4 e2fm2, which are surprisingly
fast. Clearly, there is no major drop in the B(E1) strength between 227Ra and 228Ra. The
new results are consistent with some of the predictions for this nucleus and reveal octupole
correlation features in 228Ra.

We have disproved the previous estimate of D0 =0.011(1) e�fm quoted in ref. [12]
for 228Ra. The lifetimes of the 1�1 and 3�1 states are clearly very short, but it would be
within our technical means to improve the precision (or lower the lifetime limit) by a
factor of about 3 to 4. Much tighter limits on the lifetime results would provide a critical
veri�cation of the theoretical predictions for the low excitation and low spin states in
228Ra. The B(E1) rates may change as a function of excitation energy and spin. However,
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a recent investigation [35] of the high spin states in 228Ra via multinucleon transfer between
136Xe and 232Th, yields D0/Q0 values extracted from the intensity ratios of E1 and E2
transitions. For the I�=11� state a preliminary value of D0/Q0 = 0.92(15) x 10�4 fm�1 was
obtained [35], which implies a D0 of 0.07(1) e�fm. A combination of our results with this
value may indicate a constancy of the B(E1) strength from the low spin to the medium
spin states in 228Ra.
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